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Effects of rotation on  the colours and line indices of stars : 
4-The effect on broad band UBV colours 

Annamma Mathew & R. Rajamohan 
lntlran lr~trrllitr of A\lro~p/lr.slcs, Bangalore 560 034 

Abstract. Analysis of the available observational data for the members of 
Alpha Perse~, Ple~ades, and Scorpio-Centaurus association shows that 
rotatlon effects on the broad band colour indices ( U  - B) and ( B -  V) are 
considerable. These effects are found to have a spectral type dependance as in 
intermediate band indices. For Alpha Persei and Pleiades B stars, which are 
mostly of spectral type B5-B9, the observed effect in ( U  - B), and ( B  - V), is 
0.042 and 0.011 magnitudes per 100 km s-I of rotation respectively. For 
Scorpio-Centaurus association which contains an  equal number of early and 
late B stars, the effect found in ( U  - B), and ( B -  V), is 0.032 and 0.007 
magnitudes per 100 km s-' of rotation. These observed effects in broad band 
colours are found to be consistent with theoretical predictions by Collins & 
Sonneborn but are much larger than the prediction by Maeder & Peytremann. 

Ke~l tl~ords : stellar rotation-colour indices-UBV 

1. Introduction 

We have already discussed the need for determining the effects of rotation on the colours 
and line indices of stars. (Rajamohan & Mathew 1988 Paper 1; Mathew & Rajamohan 
1989 Paper 2). In this paper we analyse the effects of rotation on UBV and HP for a- 
Persei, Pleiades and the Scorpio-Centaurus association. A comparison of the observed 
effects is made with the theoretical photometric effects due to rotation predicted by 
Maeder & Peytrernann (1970) and Collins & Sonneborn (1977). 

2. The data and analysis 

The factors other than rotation that affect the colours of stars are differential reddening 
across the cluster. binary nature, peculiarity, evolutionary effects, and systematic errors 
in photometry. A deta~led discussion of these 1s given in paper I .  These are taken into 
accaunt before analysing for rotat~on effects. The B type stars alone were considered and 
the colour indices were dereddened using the Q-method o'rig~nally set up by Johnson & 
Morgan (1953). Double lined spectroscopic binaries and close visual doubles with a 
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magn~tude difference less than two magn~tudes were excluded. Emiss~on lined objucts and 
known peculiar stars were In general excluded and only lumlnosity class 1V and V stars 
are included for data analysis so that the reddening effect found can be conlpletcly 
attributed to rotatton alone. References to the cluster data used ~n t h ~ s  study is L' 7 ~ ~ e n  In 
table I .  

Table 1. References to UBV, Hfi, V sln r data for clusters 

Cluster 

a-Persei 

Pleiades 

Sco-Cen 

Data 

VBV 
Hfi 
V sin i 

UBV 
HB 
V sin i 

Reference 

Mltchell (1960) 
Crawford & Barnes (1974) 
Kraft (1967) 

Johnson & Mitchell (1958) 
Crawford & Perry (1976) 
Anderson, Stoeckly & Kraft (1966) 

UBV, HB Moreno & Moreno (1968) 
V sin i Rajarnohan (1976) 

Slettebak (1968) 
Uesugi & Fukuda (1982) 

3. Results 

3.1 The eflecr of rotatlon on the colours of a-Persei stars 

Amongst the 23 B stars used for the analysis of uvby photometry four stars having 1,'sin i 
values < 50 km s-' are excluded from the analysis of UBV photometry. For  the rest of 
the 19 B stars A ( U -  B),, the colour excess in ( U  - B), derived from the mean 
relationship between /3 and (U  - B),, is plotted against V sin i in figure I and is 
represented by open circles. For the a-Persei members alone a least square solution for 

V sin i 
Figure 1. The devlatlons in ( U  - B), from the observed mean relation between p and (U - B),, of Alpha Persel 
and Plelades B-stars are plotted agalnst V sin I, Open circles: a-Perse~ members, fllled circles: Pleiades 
members. 
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the res~duals give. 

A ( U  - B), = 0.486(f 0.059) X lo-' V sin i-0.102(+ 0013) 

Ap = -0.164 (f. 0.020) X lo-' V sin i + 0.034 (+_ 0.004). 

From p, ( B  - V),  we derive 

A ( B -  V),=0.130(f0.016)X lo-' V sin I-0.027(f 0.003) 

Ap = -0.164(? 0.020) x V sin i - 0 034 (2 0.004). 

The colour excess A (B - V), derived from this is plotted against V sin I and is shown in 
figure 2a as open circles. 

V sin i 

Figure 2. Ihe drviat~ons rn ( B  - V), derrved from P. ( B  - V ,  for (a) Alpha Perse~ and Ple~ades and (b) 
Scorp~o-Centaurus assoctatlon are plotted agalnst V sin r for B stars, f~lled squares: lower-Centaurus, Open 
squares upper-Centau~us. Crosses upper-Scorptus. 

The Ap values derived from P, (U - B), and P, ( B  - V), relationships are shown as 
open circles in figures 3a and 4a respectively. From a plot of (U - B), versus (B - V), for 
B stars in a-Persei cluster, we find that the deviations A (U - B), are not related to the 
rotational velocity of the star. The residuals in (U - B),, fi  and (B - V), for the a-Persei 
B stars are listed in table 2. The identification numbers given in column 1, for the stars 
are from Heckmann, Dieckvoss & Kox (1956). 

3.2. The effect of rotation on the colours of Pleiades stars 

After excluding the giants, double lined binaries, emission lined stars, and close visual 
pairs with Am < 2.0 mag we are left with only eight stars which can be considered as 
normal main sequence objects whose colours are free from effects other than that due to 
rotation. Even though this sample is small, we have analysed it independently and 
derived the residuals in 8, (U - B), and (B - V),. The residuals are listed in table 2. The 
identification numbers for the stars are from Hertzprung (1947). 



Vsln i 

Figurc 3. Ihe deviat~ona 111 P derived from obseived P .  (11 - U),, lor B star\ ol ( ; I )  Alpha I'c1st.1 and I'le~ades 
(b) Scorplo-Centaul u\ asoclatlon 

0 100 200 30 0 6 00 

V sin i 

Figure 4. Same as figure 3. Ap derived from P ,  ( B -  V) .  relation 1s plotted agalnst I' sln I. 

The residuals in (U - B), for Pleiades B stars are superposed (in figure I ) over those 
derived for the members of the a-Persei cluster. Similarly A0 for B stars in Pleiades are 
superposed (in figure 3a) over those derived for the members of the a-Persei cluster. 
From the combined data points, we derive 

A ( U -  B), = 0.418(+ 0.052) X loW3 V sin i -0.087(-1- 0.011) 

A@ = -0.156(2 0.018) X V sin i + 0.032 (It_ 0.004). 
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Table 2. Effect of rotation for 0-Perse~ and Ple~ades B stars 

Hz 

a-Perse~ 
212 
333 
383 
401 
423 

557 
57 5 
58 1 
675 
729 

775 
780 
817 
83 1 
835 

868 
875 
965 

1082 

Pleiades 
255 
323 
7 22 
910 
977 

1129 
508 
510 

SP. 

B9V 

B3V 
B5V 
AOVn 

B5V 
AOV 
B9V 
B7V 
B9V 

B8 5V 
AlVn 
AlVn 
B9V 
B3V 

AllVn 
AOVn 
B8V 
B9V 

B8V 
B6V 
B8V 
B9.5V 
B9V 
A2V 
AOV 
AlV 

From p, 

A ( u -  Bl0 

0.041 
-0.016 
-0.054 

0.082 
0.024 

- 0.018 
- 0.049 
- 0.003 
- 0.078 
- 0.02 1 

-0.019 
- 0.024 

0.035 
-0.001 

0.006 

0.001 
0 053 
0.038 
0 003 

-0.01 1 
0.008 
0.01 1 

-0.012 
0.045 
0.03 1 

- 0.051 
0.032 

From p, ( B  - Y), 

Similarly from the combined data for Pleiades and a-Persei, I3 stars (figure 2a and 4a) we 
derive from p, (B - V), relation 

A ( B  - V), = 0.1 11 (It 0.014) X loe3 V sin i -0.023(+ 0.003) 

Ap = -0.156(+ 0.018) X loL3 V sin i +0.032(& 0.004). 

3.3. Tizc efject of rotation mi colours of Scorpro-Centaurus association stars 

If the sample does not confirm to a homogeneovs coeval group this would introduce a 
spread in the observed colour rnagnitudr: diagrams. This is illustrated in paper 2. In order 
to take into account such evolutionary effects even on the main sequence, the data 
analysis was carried out independently for the lower Centaurus, upper Centaurus and 
upper Scorpius subgroups. Among the 35 stars from lower Centaurus for which P values 
are given by Moreno & Moreno (1968), 28 are of luminosity class IV and V. Removing 
the known binaries, peculiar and emission lined stars whose colours may be affected due 



to reasons other than rotation, we are left with 19 stars. Out of these HD 93163, H D  
93607 and HD 108483 deviate considerably in A (U - B), vs V sin i d~agrams. They may 
probably belong to peculiar, variable or emission lined stars (Rajamohan & 
Mathew paper 3). The rest of the 16 stars from lower Centaurus subgroup are used in 
the analysis. Amongst the 36 stars in upper Centaurus subgroup for wh~ch /3 values are 
available, HD 120908 is classified as B5V by de Vaucouleurs while In Bright star 
catalogue (Hoffleit & Jaschek 1982) it is given as B5 111. This object deviates considerably 
in A(U- B), vs V sin i plot indicating that the classification as glant is probably 
appropriate. We are left with 24 stars of luminosity class IV and V of which only I I 
belong to the sample of probable normal single stars and single lined spectroscopic 
binaries at the same stage of evorution. From the upper Scorpius subgroup j3 values of 68 
stars are known. Two stars HD 144661 and HD 170523 appear to be giants from their 
position in the colour-magnitude diagram which agrees with the classification given in the 
Bright star catalogue. Amongst these 57 are of luminosity class IV and V and 36 out of 
the 57 seem to be normal single stars and single lined spectroscopic binaries. 

The colour excesses A(U - B),, A(B - V), and Ap due to rotation are derived 
independently for lower Centaurus, upper Centaurus and upper Scorpius subgroups and 
are given in table 3. The deviations A  (U  - B), for the 16 lower-Centaurus, 11 upper- 
Centaurus and 36 upper-Scorpius members are plotted in figure 5 using different symbols 
for the three subgroups. A least square fit excluding HD 1421 14 and HD 143600 ylelds 

A ( U  - B), = 0.323 (+ 0.052) X lo-' V sin i -0.068 (2 0.01 1). 

Similarly Ap derived from P ,  ( U  - B), relation is plotted in figure 3b. From this we 
derive 

Ap = - 0.12 1 (k 0.029) X 10-3 V sin i + 0.255 (4 0.006). 

For the same sets of stars the relationship between /3 and (B- V), was denved. The 
deviations A(B - V), are plotted in figure 2b. A least square fit gives 

A(B-  V),=0.070 (+ 0.013)X 10-3 V sin i-0.015(+- 0.003) 

Ap is also derived from P,(B - V), and is plotted in figure 4b. We derive 

Ap = - 0.108 (+ 0.029) X 10-3 V sin i - 0.024(+ 0.006). 

The slopes of the observed relation between colour excess and V sin i for the a- 
Persei, Pleiades and Scorpio-Centaurus association are given in table 4. 

4. Discussion 

Maeder & Peytremann (1970) have computed the energy distribution of uniformly 
rotating stars for 5, 2 and 1.4 solar masses, for various rotational velocities and 
orientations. The 5.0, 2.0 and 1.4 Mg models approximately correspond to spectral type 
B4, AO, and A9 respectively. The ( U  - B), (B - V) predicted colours from Maeder & 
Peytremann (1970) fogether with the fl values taken for the corresponding spectral types 
from Collins & Sonneborn (1977) were analysed the same way as we did our cluster data. 
The /? values for i = 30° and 60° models were used for i = 36O and 54O model predictions 
of colours by Maeder & Peytremann (1970). For each model and for different w values 0, 



Table 3. 1:lic~l 

From P.(U - B)c, 
s p  1 1 A ( ( , -  H), ,  nfi 

From p. ( 6  - k3,, 

A(B - M,, AS 

HbV I hO 0 009 0.007 

B61V 225 0 023 - 0 002 
H2 5 V  170 0 017 0 019 
H3V SO 0 OXR 0 045 

- 0.004 
0.003 
0 009 

- 0 003 
0.025 

0.007 
0.018 
0.000 

(Continued) 



Table 3. (Conr~nurd) 

From P, ( U  - B),, Prom p,(H - I ? , ,  

A ( B -  b7,, AD 

148605 R2V 
148703 B21V 
149438 BOV 
149711 B3tV 
153716 B5V 

V sin i 
Figure 5. The deviations in ((I - B), are plotted against V sin i for Scorpio-Centaurus members. Symbols have 
the same meaning as in figure 2b. 



0.5, 0.8. O 9. U 99 and r values 0 ,  36, 54 and 90, a second order polynom~al fit was 
deterrnlned tor the /j. ( I '  - 8)  :ind B,  ( H  - 1') relations and the dcvlations A ( U  - B), 
n ( B -  I ?  and Ap NCI-C' Clct~r1111ned 1'11~ hlopes of the relation between I'sin iand the 
colour cxcess d e r i ~ ~ c d  lor the two models l-c~rrcspt)ntl~ng to the spectral types B4 and A0 
are grven In table 5. W ~ I C ~  curl bc co~nparcd w ~ t h  table 4. It call be noticed that the 
theoret~cal prcd~ctions 01  M ~ ~ L ' J P I -  & ~ ~ I ' L ' > ~ I c I I I ~ I ~ I ~  (1970) do not agree w ~ t h  the observed 
results and that thcy arc ~nuch  lowel than the obscrvcd results 

In ordcr to ctmparc \ \ ~ t h  pled~ctions by Collins & Sonneborn (1977) who have given 
the ~ntcrmcd~ate hand photornctr~c ~lidiccs 21s a tunction of rotational veloc~ty we derlved 
the rclation between ( ( '  R) ;m i  ( r r  - 1 7 )  and also ( H  - V) and ( h  - 11). The indices for B 
star star~dnrdx ot \ i~r '~oiis \pcctl.al types takcn from the ephemerides lead to the relat~on. 

A detn~led d~scus\lc,n of t h c  thcoretlcol pred~ctions of Collins & Sonneborn for the 
intcrn~cdiatc banti uvb). Indices 1s g~t 'cn in piiper 2 .  Using the relationship given above, 
the pred~cted slope:, lrom nirrrov. band indices (table 7a and 7b of paper 2) were used to 
derive the cspecteci ct'tects in  broad band 1 ; H C '  colours. T h ~ s  for two dlffcrent spectral 
type ranges ale given In tuhlc h. 

1t1e ohsrrxvd slopc 01 thc rotiitlon clfect i n  ( I ! - -  B),, for c~-t'ersei and Pleiades 
members, u here I I~ ;L]OI  ~ t y  heIo111: t o  I35 to 139 stars. IS 0.042 f- 0.005 per 100 km s ' of 



Table 6. Theoretical reddening due to rotation for 100 km a '  of V sln r (Coll~ns & Sonnebo~n 1977) 

From P, (U - B), From P ,  ( B -  C3, , 

V sin r in excellent agreement with the calculated theoretical value for B5 to  B9 stars For 
Scorpio-Centaurus association the reddening due to rotation in ( U  - B), is 0.032 k 0.005 
which is In agreeement with the calculated average theoretical value of 0.030 + 0.005 for 
BO to B9 stars. 

In (B - V) ,  too the slopes are in excellent agreement. For a-Persei and Ple~ades the 
slope is 0.01 1 f 0.001 while the theoretical prediction is 0.010 It 0.001 for B5 to B9 stars. 
For Scorpio-Centaurus association reddening in(B - V), is 0.007 It 0.001 which agrees 
very well with the theoretical predictions of 0.008 + 0.001 for BO to B9 stars. I t  should be 
noted that the predicted values were first derived for uvbp indices (paper 2). These slopes 
were related to broad band colours through standard stars. In spite of such uncertainities 
the agreement seems to be excellent. 

5.  Conclusibn 

The effect of rotation on U B V  photometry is estimated. I hc relationship bctwcltn 
( U  - B) and ( u  - b) and also ( B  - V) and (b - .v) were established using the standard 
stars photometry to compare the observed effects with the theoretical predictions of 
Collins & Sonneborn. The observed effects of rotation in a-Persei, Pleiades, and Scorpio- 
Centaurus association is in excellent agrcclncnl with models of Collins & Sonneborn 
(1977) but disagrees with the calculations by Maeder & Peytremann (1970). She slope of 
the observed reddening per 100 km s-' of V sin i in ( U  - B) and (B  - I/) for Bf to B9 
stars is 0.042 _+ 0.005 and 0.0 1 1 + 0.00 1 respectively. 
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Discussion 

Mohan : 110 YOU h a v ~  th t  spectr:~l classes for the stars tha t  you have considered') I t  so, 
what are thc cnlihrutionh that you have used to get the l n t r ~ n s ~ c  colours') 
Rajmohan : For  the ~ntcrmcdiate band Indices like C I ,  ( u  - b) ,  ( b  - y)  etc. we followed 
Crawford to  de te rm~ne  the intrinsic colour indices. 
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